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ARTICLE

Impaired lexical selection and fluency in post-stroke aphasia
Mona Roxana Botezatua and Daniel Mirmanb,c

aDepartment of Communication Science and Disorders, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO, USA;
bDepartment of Psychology, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL, USA; cMoss Rehabilitation Research
Institute, Elkins Park, PA, USA

ABSTRACT
Background: Deficits in fluent language production are a hallmark
of aphasia and may arise from impairments at different levels in
the language system. It has been proposed that difficulty resolving
lexical competition contributes to fluency deficits.
Aims: The present study tested this hypothesis in a novel way: by
examining whether narrative speech production fluency is associated
with difficulty resolving lexical competition in spoken word recogni-
tion asmeasured by sensitivity to phonological neighborhood density.
Methods & Procedures: Nineteen participants with aphasia and
15 neurologically intact older adults identified spoken words that
varied in phonological neighborhood density and were presented
in moderate noise.
Outcomes & Results: Neurologically intact participants exhibited the
standard inhibitory effect of phonological neighborhood density on
response times: slower recognition of spoken words from denser
neighborhoods. Among participants with aphasia, the inhibitory effect
of phonological neighborhood density (less accurate recognition of
spoken words from denser neighborhoods) was smaller for partici-
pants with greater fluency. The neighborhood effect was larger for
participants with greater receptive vocabulary knowledge, indicating
that the fluency effect was not a result of general lexical deficits.
Conclusions: These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
impaired lexical selection is a contributing factor in fluency deficits
in poststroke aphasia.
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Introduction

Fluency is central to how we think about language impairment. In aphasia, deficits in
fluent language production are characterized by sparse and halting speech that is
uttered with great effort and poor articulation and can be independent of deficits in
language comprehension (e.g. Geschwind, 1971). Fluency deficits may arise from impair-
ments at different levels in the language production system, from impaired articulatory
planning and execution (e.g. speech apraxia or dysarthria) to impaired syntactic or
sequencing processes necessary for producing multi-word utterances (e.g. agrammatism
or dynamic aphasia; e.g. Robinson, Blair, & Cipolotti, 1998; Schwartz, 1987). Importantly,
they can also arise from impaired lexical selection if the halting and sparse speech is a
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result of difficulty selecting specific lexical items for production from among their
competitors (e.g. Mirman, Yee, Blumstein, & Magnuson, 2011; Novick, Trueswell, &
Thompson-Schill, 2005, 2010; for reviews of the word retrieval impairment in aphasia
and its treatment see Schwartz, Middleton, & Hamilton, 2015; Wilshire & Coslett, 2000).
The current study used a case series approach to evaluate whether the fluency deficit in
aphasia was associated with a selection deficit that affected both language production
and comprehension domains. The study extends beyond the laboratory by combining
real-world measures of fluent language production with a fine-grained experimental
measure of resolving competition during spoken word recognition (the phonological
neighborhood density effect).

Efficient lexical retrieval is at the core of fluent language production (e.g. Sandoval,
Gollan, Ferreira, & Salmon, 2010) and is dependent upon the successful selection of a
single lexical option from among a set of co-activated candidates – critical intermediate
steps between conceptual preparation and phonological/articulatory encoding, plan-
ning, and execution (e.g. Dell & Chang, 2014; Dell, Schwartz, Martin, Saffran, & Gagnon,
1997; Levelt, 1999; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Roelofs, 1996, 1997, 2003, 2014;
Schwartz, 2014). The number of available lexical candidates (i.e. vocabulary size) and
selection play complementary roles in fluent language production: vocabulary is the
primary requirement of verbal fluency, given that activation is limited to the available
lexical candidates, while selection is the critical step in the resolution of lexical competi-
tion. Moreover, when vocabulary size is held constant, more skill in resolving lexical
competition has been linked to more fluent language production (Bialystok, Craik, & Luk,
2008; Luo, Luk, & Bialystok, 2010).

Selecting a single lexical option from among a set of activated candidates is not
unique to speech production; it is also a critical aspect of word comprehension, despite
differences in the primary source of input to lexical processing – semantic for produc-
tion, phonological for comprehension (see Roelofs, 2003 for a review of models of word
production and recognition). Spoken word recognition requires listeners to map pho-
nological representations onto stored lexical candidates. The inherent noisiness, transi-
ence, and sequential nature of speech signal makes the input open to multiple different
lexical interpretations, producing a constant need for resolution of lexical competition
(for recent reviews see Magnuson, Mirman, & Myers, 2013; Mirman, 2016). This process is
more difficult when the unfolding speech input partially matches many phonologically
similar lexical candidates, a property known as phonological neighborhood density (Luce,
1986). Spoken words with many phonologically-similar words (“neighbors”) are recog-
nized more slowly and less accurately than words with few phonological neighbors (e.g.
Luce & Large, 2001; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990; Magnuson,
Dixon, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2007; Sommers, 1996). Phonological neighborhood density is
one of the strongest predictors of ease of spoken word recognition across a variety of
participant populations, including children (De Cara & Goswami, 2003), younger and
older adults (Botezatu, Landrigan, Chen, & Mirman, 2015; Taler, Aaron, Steinmetz, &
Pisoni, 2010), second language speakers (Marian, Blumenfeld, & Boukrina, 2008), and
individuals with language and cognitive impairments (Sommers, 1998). Effects of pho-
nological neighborhood density on spoken word recognition are consistent and robust,
yet reflect individual differences in the ability to resolve lexical competition (Bartolotti &
Marian, 2012; Marian et al., 2008; Sommers, 1998; Taler et al., 2010).
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In the present study, we evaluated the hypothesis that difficulty resolving lexical
competition contributes to the fluency deficit in aphasia by examining whether varia-
tions in fluency in a group of individuals with aphasia were associated with variations in
sensitivity to phonological neighborhood density effects in spoken word comprehen-
sion. If fluency deficits are entirely due to either sub-lexical (speech motor planning and
execution) deficits or supra-lexical (syntactic or word sequencing) deficits, then there
should be no association between fluency and lexical selection in spoken word recogni-
tion. However, insofar as fluent production involves rapid lexical selection, then there
should be an association between the fluency deficit in aphasia and sensitivity to
phonological neighborhood effects. Overall, we expected the standard inhibitory effect
of phonological neighborhood density: participants with aphasia and neurologically
intact older control participants should perform more poorly when recognizing spoken
words from high-density phonological neighborhoods compared to words from low-
density neighborhoods (Luce, 1986; Luce & Large, 2001; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Sommers,
1996), either in terms of slower response times or lower accuracy rates. Using a case
series design (e.g. Schwartz & Dell, 2010), we made two contrasting predictions regard-
ing how participants with aphasia would vary in sensitivity to neighborhood density: (1)
individuals with more fluent production were expected to be better able to resolve
lexical competition and therefore exhibit smaller effects of density. In contrast, (2)
individuals with a larger receptive vocabulary were expected to have more potential
lexical competitors and therefore exhibit larger effects of density. This second prediction
follows intuitively from developmental data (e.g. Charles-Luce & Luce, 1990; De Cara &
Goswami, 2003), which show that effects of density correlate positively with vocabulary
size. This prediction is important for ruling out generic effects of lexical deficits (i.e.
generic lexical deficits would produce lower fluency, reduced receptive vocabulary, and
poorer recognition of more difficult high-density words).

Method

Participants

Nineteen participants with aphasia secondary to left hemisphere stroke (11 male; mean
age = 58.4; age range = 35–76 years) and 15 neurologically-intact older adults (eight
male; mean age = 67.9; age range = 61–79 years) were recruited from the Moss
Rehabilitation Research Institute (MRRI) Cognitive Rehabilitation Research Registry
(Schwartz, Brecher, Whyte, & Klein, 2005) and completed the study for payment. All
participants were native speakers of English who passed a hearing test at 25 dBHL or
better at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz and reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, and no history of drug abuse. Ethical approval was obtained from the Albert
Einstein Healthcare Network Institutional Review Broad. All procedures were carried out
in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations.

Older adults showed no signs of cognitive impairment based on the Mini Mental
State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975; mean MMSE score = 28.1,
range of MMSE scores: 26–30; MMSE scores > 25 are considered to be in the normal
range). The group of older adults was tested in order to verify that the materials and
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procedure used in this study produce the standard inhibitory effect of phonological
neighborhood density on spoken word recognition in neurologically intact older adults.

Individuals with aphasia were in the chronic phase (mean time post onset = 6.2 years;
range: 1.2–13.7 years post onset) and scored below 10 on the standardized fluency
measure of the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertesz, 1982). The fluency measure
evaluates the ability to produce spontaneous speech in unstructured (i.e. conversation)
and semi-structured (i.e. picture description) contexts. The unstructured contexts
required participants to respond to six personal questions (e.g. name, address, occupa-
tion, and reason for being in the clinic). In the semi-structured contexts, participants
were encouraged to use full sentences to describe a picture depicting a picnic scene.
Performance is scored on a scale from 0 (i.e. no words or short, meaningless utterances)
to 10 (i.e. sentences of normal length and complexity, without slowing, halting or
speech errors). Appendix A1 summarizes the expressive abilities associated with WAB
fluency scores for the participants in this study (2–9). The examples provided in
Appendix A1 come from our dataset.

To ensure that participants with aphasia had sufficient speech perception and audi-
tory word recognition ability to perform the experimental task and to control for
potential confounds, only participants with at least 80% accuracy on phoneme discri-
mination, rhyme discrimination, and auditory lexical decision tasks were recruited. These
tests, along with the WAB, had been previously administered as part of a large psycho-
linguistic battery and were obtained through the Moss Aphasia Psycholinguistics Project
Database (Mirman et al., 2010; www.mappd.org). Phoneme discrimination was measured
using a 40-item auditory-phonologic discrimination task (Martin, Schwartz, & Kohen,
2006), in which participants heard two words or nonwords and were required to indicate
whether the two were the “same” or “different”. Nonidentical pairs differed by a single
onset or final phoneme. The task was presented in two versions: a no-delay condition
and a filled 5-second delay (audible counting to five) between pair items, which added a
short-term memory component. In the rhyme discrimination test participants indicated
whether each pair of 30 spoken words rhymed (adapted from Freedman & Martin, 2001).
Auditory lexical decision scores were taken from the auditory lexical decision subtest of
the Psycholinguistic Assessment of Language Processing in Aphasia (Kay, Lesser, &
Coltheart, 1992). Participants had also scored in the 7–9 range (out of 10) on the
Auditory Verbal Comprehension subsection of the WAB. Furthermore, to ensure that
participants’ visual word recognition abilities would not interfere with their performance
on the experimental task, participants completed the visual and auditory subtests of the
Reading Comprehension Battery for Aphasia, Second Edition (LaPointe & Horner, 1998).
Only participants with at least 80% accuracy on visual word recognition in the presence
of visual and auditory distractors were recruited. These inclusion criteria ensured that
auditory comprehension and reading abilities were excluded as potential confounds in
the study.

The resulting sample varied on the WAB measures of fluency and severity (Aphasia
Quotient, AQ), as well as on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT, Dunn & Dunn,
1997), a measure of receptive vocabulary. Participants with aphasia included both the
traditional “fluent” (i.e. Anomic, Conduction) and “nonfluent” (i.e. Broca’s, Transcortical
motor) aphasia subtypes. However, those broad categories obscure substantial variability
in fluency of speech production and the graded WAB fluency score provides a finer-grained
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measure than the dichotomous fluent/nonfluent aphasia distinction (for more discussion of
the challenges in aphasia classification see Caplan, 2011). Detailed information about the
participants with aphasia is shown in Table 1. Data from three additional participants were
excluded from the analyses due to equipment malfunction.

Materials

Critical stimuli were 120 target words that varied systematically in phonological neighbor-
hood density in two conditions of interest with 60 trials each: words with many phonological
neighbors (high density condition: e.g. BAG) versus words with few phonological neighbors
(low density condition: e.g. FOX). Phonological neighborhood density (high versus low) was
operationalized as the number, t(59) = 5.6, p < 0.001, and summed log frequency, t(59) = 5.8,
p < 0.001, of phonological neighbors, (i.e. words that differed from the target by nomore than
one phoneme through deletion, addition, or substitution following the “one phoneme” or
DAS rule). Neighborhood density covaried with measures of cohort density (word onset) and
rhyme density (word offset), such that targets in the high-density condition also had a larger
number, t(59) = 2.7, p < 0.01, and summed log frequency, t(59) = 5.8, p < 0.001, of onset
(cohort) neighbors, as well as a larger number, t(59) = 6.6, p < 0.001, and summed log
frequency, t(59) = 5.3, p < 0.001, of offset (rhyme) neighbors, relative to targets in the low-
density condition. Based on prior work showing that cohort and rhyme competition might be
dissociable in aphasia (e.g. Mirman et al., 2011) and that neighborhood effects can be specific
toword position (e.g. Yates, Friend, & Ploetz, 2008), variation in both cohort and rhyme density
was included to make sure that the high density words had both many cohorts and many
rhymes, and that the low density words had few of both, thus ensuring that the overall
neighborhood density effects would not be concentrated in particular word positions. The
high- and low-density target words were matched on number of phonemes and lexical
frequency using the American National Corpus (Ide & Suderman, 2004), as well as on the
length of the auditory file (all p > 0.05). It should be noted that neighborhood density tends to
be correlated with word length and frequency. To manipulate neighborhood density while
matching the conditions on word length and frequency, it was necessary to identify words
with relatively high (or low) neighborhood density for their length and frequency. For
example, CLASS (one of our high-density words) has a relatively high neighborhood density
for a four-phoneme word, even though it has lower density than WALL (one of our low-
density words), which has relatively lowdensity for a three-phonemeword. As a result, the raw
ranges for each variable are misleading in that they appear to overlap. Similar issues apply to
matching for frequency. Table 2 summarizes the lexical properties of the target words. Stimuli
primarily classified as verbs were equally distributed across the two conditions: high den-
sity = 39, low density = 41, p > 0.05. All auditory targets were recorded by a female native
speaker of American English in a quiet room and normalized at 60 dB prior to adding 62 dB of
white noise to make word recognition more difficult.

In addition to the 120 target words, 480 words were selected to serve as visually-
presented distractors in the spoken-to-written word matching task (see below).
Distractors were of three types: cohort neighbors, rhyme neighbors and unrelated (i.e.
onset neighbors of rhyme distractors and offset neighbors of cohort distractors), and did
not differ in number of phonemes, frequency, phonological neighborhood density and
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cohort density from targets (all p > 0.05). See Appendix A2 for lexical properties of the
distractor words and Appendix A3 for the complete list of experimental stimuli.

Procedure

Participants were seated at a comfortable distance (about 15 in) from a touch-sensitive
computer monitor and asked to perform a spoken-to-written word matching task,
consisting of 120 trials with a midway break. The task was modeled on the identification
of words in noise task (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), in which participants were asked to listen to
stimuli played in noise over headphones and type the words that they thought they
heard. Because stroke survivors often experience hemiparesis, the experimental proce-
dure was simplified so that it would not depend on the fine-motor skills required for
typing. The task was presented electronically using the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology
Software Tools, 2012, Pittsburgh, PA). The trial event sequence is shown in Figure 1. Each
trial began with a trial preparation screen presented for 2000 ms with a red circle in the
center that decreased in size until it disappeared, at which point the auditory stimulus
was presented over headphones. This was followed by a 1000 ms blank screen to allow
auditory word recognition without bias from visually-presented response options (for
discussion of how response options modulate neighborhood effects see Chen & Mirman,
2015). Finally, a 2 × 3 array of six response options was presented and remained on the
screen until a response was made. Each cell of the array was approximately 2 × 2 in.

The response array contained the target (e.g. BAG), a cohort distractor (e.g. BAT), a rhyme
distractor (e.g. TAG), an onset neighbor of the rhyme distractor (e.g. TAB), an offset neighbor
of the cohort distractor (e.g. CHAT), and an undecided response option (i.e. ?). This made it
difficult to guess the target simply from the structure of the response array (i.e. the target
was not the only option with phonologically related distractors; there were two other
response options that also had cohort-related and rhyme-related distractors). These
response options were carefully chosen to resemble lexical competition in the spoken

Table 2. Mean (Standard Deviation) and range of target word properties for phonological neighbor-
hood density manipulation.
Measure High Density Low Density t p

N 60 60 - -
Number of phonemes 3.4 (0.56)

3 – 5
3.4 (0.59)
3 – 5

−0.7 ns

Log frequency 1.2 (0.54)
0.42 – 3.55

1.2 (0.45)
0.42 – 2.46

−0.03 ns

Number of neighbors 19.7 (9.3)
3 – 40

12.9 (7.3)
2 – 32

5.6 < 0.0001

Summed log frequency of neighbors 23.1 (12.8)
1.9 – 49.7

14.5 (9.9)
1.1 – 41.1

5.8 < 0.0001

Number of cohort neighbors 72.5 (61.3)
6 – 237

46.4 (34)
4 – 144

2.7 < 0.01

Summed log frequency of cohort neighbors 49.5 (40.8)
3.67 – 157.3

32.7 (22.5)
2.6 – 103.6

2.8 < 0.01

Number of rhyme neighbors 21.7 (11.3)
3 – 56

9.7 (7.96)
1 – 34

6.6 < 0.0001

Summed log frequency of rhyme neighbors 27.9– 116.6 11 (11.1)
0.98 – 54.8

5.3 < 0.0001

Length of auditory file (ms) 620 (96.3)
409 – 838

612 (96.8)
363 – 811

0.54 ns
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domain, which involves competition from both close phonological neighbors (e.g. cohort
and rhyme distractors) andmore distant phonological neighbors (e.g. the onset neighbor of
the rhyme distractor; the offset neighbor of the cohort distractor). Also, to ensure that the
task is not forced choice, the undecided response option provided participants a response
alternative when none of the available response choices seemed to be a good fit. The
response options were presented in Courier New font black capital letters against a white
background and their locations were randomized on each trial.

Participants were instructed to select the cell containing the word they heard using their
left hand on a touch-sensitive monitor in order to control for right side hemiparesis present in
some individuals with left hemisphere stroke. All participants were encouraged to select the
“?” response option whenever they were unable to recognize the target from among the
other response options, analogous to responding “I don’t know” in the free-response version
of the task. Both speed and accuracy were stressed. A set of 20 practice trials preceded the
experimental set. In five practice trials, the target word was not available as a response option
in order to encourage participants to choose the “?” response optionwhen the auditory target
did notmatch any of the other response options on the screen (i.e. to avoid guessing). None of
the practice stimuli appeared in the experimental sets. During the practice trials, participants
were given feedback about their response speed and accuracy.

Since the spoken-to-written word matching task requires visual word recognition, task
performance may be confounded by deficits in visual word recognition. However, deficits in
visual word recognition would be expected to have general effects on overall accuracy or
response timeswithout differential effects of phonological neighborhood density. Visual word
recognition deficits that differentially affected recognition of high and low phonological
neighborhood words would suggest difficulty resolving lexical competition, so they would
also be measuring the construct of interest in this study.

2000 ms

length of auditory file

1000 ms

BAT ? CHAT

TAB BAG TAG

until response

Time

Figure 1. The trial event sequence started with a 2000 ms preparation screen, followed by an
auditory stimulus presented over headphones, a 1000 ms blank screen and ended with a 2 × 3 array
of response options that remained on the screen until a response was selected.
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Data analysis

Correct-response latencies were analyzed using linear mixed-effects models with the
fixed effect of neighborhood density (high versus low) and random effects of partici-
pants and items (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).
Response accuracy was analyzed using mixed-effects logistic regression. For participants
with aphasia, trials on which the response was more than 3 standard deviations above
participant or item means were removed from the analyses (7.8% of trials), as these very
slow responses likely reflected a distinct response strategy and would be confounded by
decay of the target word from working memory.

The analyses were implemented in R version 3.2.3 (R Development Core Team, 2016;
http://cran.us.r-project.org/) using the lme4 package version 1.1–11 (Bates et al., 2016). For
both the response latency and accuracy analyses, the base model included the fixed effect
of neighborhood density (high versus low), and a maximal random effect structure defined
by the experiment design (Barr et al., 2013), consisting of random effects of items and
participants and by-participant random slopes of phonological neighborhood density and
phonological neighborhood type (cohort versus rhyme). For analyses of data from partici-
pants with aphasia, fixed effects of fluency (WAB Fluency scores), receptive vocabulary
(PPVT standard scores) and overall severity of language impairment (residualized WAB-
AQs) were evaluated individually, first in terms of their overall effect on response latencies
and accuracy (i.e. as a main effect), then in terms of their interaction with density. This
interaction term was the critical test of whether differences in fluency, receptive vocabulary
or overall severity of language impairment modulated effects of phonological neighbor-
hood density. Improvement in model fit for each of these steps was evaluated using the
likelihood ratio test (χ2 test with degrees of freedom equal to the number of parameters
added). For the models, parameter-specific p-values were computed using the normal
approximation (i.e. treating the t-value as a z-value; for discussion see Barr et al., 2013). To
ease interpretation of the models, continuous predictors were centered before being
entered in the analyses. Uncentered predictors are shown in all figures.

Separate models were used for each critical predictor (WAB Fluency, PPVT scores, and
residualized WAB-AQs) because the predictors had very different roles that corre-
sponded to separate hypotheses: Our primary hypothesis was about WAB Fluency,
and the PPVT and residualized WAB-AQ analyses were included to rule out an alternative
explanation that an observed relationship between Fluency and neighborhood density
effects could arise from severity of lexical-semantic deficit (discussed above).

Results

Table 3 shows participants’ average response latencies and accuracy rates. Neurologically
intact older adults exhibited the standard inhibitory effect of phonological neighborhood
density on spoken word recognition: they responded faster to words from low-density
phonological neighborhoods than high-density phonological neighborhoods,
Estimate = 102.3, SE = 42.03, p = 0.015. Their accuracy patterned in the same direction,
slightly more accurate for words from low density neighborhoods, though this difference
was not statistically significant, Estimate = −0.17, SE = 0.15, p = 0.259. These results
confirm that the materials and procedure used in this study produce the standard
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inhibitory effect of phonological neighborhood density on spoken word recognition in
older, neurologically intact adults. This finding justifies subsequent use of these materials
and procedures for the experimental protocol for the participants with aphasia.

Individuals with aphasia did not differ on response latencies, Estimate = 100,
SE = 66.6, p = 0.13, and accuracy rates, Estimate = −0.2, SE = 0.13, p = 0.12, in their
identification of low density versus high density words. However, their performance
patterned in the expected direction: slower and less accurate responses for high-density
words than low-density words (see Table 3). The effect of phonological neighborhood
density on response accuracy (i.e. higher accuracy for words from low rather than high
density phonological neighborhoods) was significantly modulated by WAB Fluency
scores, χ2(1) = 4.8, p = 0.03. Lower-fluency participants with aphasia showed a larger
effect of phonological density relative to higher-fluency participants with aphasia
(Figure 2(a)). There was also a main effect of fluency, Estimate = −0.173, SE = 0.06,
p = 0.005: lower-fluency participants had higher overall accuracy. Although it did not
reach significance, χ2(1) = 2.43, p = 0.12; Estimate = −25, SE = 15.9, p = 0.12, the effect of
WAB Fluency scores on response latencies patterned in the same direction: larger effect
of phonological density in the lower-fluency participants with aphasia than in the
higher-fluency individuals with aphasia.

The effect of phonological neighborhood density on response accuracy was also
significantly modulated by receptive vocabulary as measured by PPVT standard scores,

Table 3. Mean (Standard Error) response latencies and accuracy rates.
Response latencies Accuracy rates

Group
Low-density
neighborhood

High-density
neighborhood Low-density neighborhood

High-density
neighborhood

Healthy older adults 2000 (130) 2205 (155) 87.3 (25.9) 82.9 (24.9)
Individuals with aphasia 3057 (234) 3271 (239) 77.3 (24.2) 69.6 (23.3)

Figure 2. Continuous model fits of percent errors for words from high-density relative to low-density
phonological neighborhoods in participants with aphasia as a function of WAB Fluency Scores (panel
A) and PPVT standard scores (panel B).
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χ2(1) = 4.8, p = 0.03. Participants with larger receptive vocabularies showed larger
phonological neighborhood density effects than participants with smaller receptive
vocabularies did (Figure 2(b)). There was also a marginal main effect of receptive
vocabulary, Estimate = −0.024, SE = 0.012, p = 0.06: participants with larger receptive
vocabularies were slightly more accurate in identifying spoken words. Parameter esti-
mates for the full models are presented in Table 4. There was also no significant
correlation between PPVT standard scores and WAB Fluency, r = −0.302, p = 0.209,
indicating that the opposite effects of receptive vocabulary and fluency were not the
same underlying pattern. The scatterplot showing the weak relationship between WAB
Fluency scores and PPVT standard scores is presented in Figure 3.

Fluency was significantly correlated with overall severity of language impairment
(WAB-AQs), r = 0.865, p < 0.001, which is not surprising given that the fluency score
contributes toward the calculation of the overall severity score along with the scores for
auditory verbal comprehension, repetition and naming and word finding. To evaluate
whether overall aphasia severity modulates the effect of phonological neighborhood
density on response accuracy, we regressed WAB Fluency scores out of WAB-AQs and
used the regression residuals to predict the effect of phonological neighborhood

Table 4. Parameter estimates (Standard Error) for three predictor models evaluating response
accuracy.

Term

Predictor

WAB fluency score PPVT standard score Residualized WAB-AQ score

Intercept 1.04 (0.17)*** 1.02 (0.19)*** 1.02 (0.19)***
Density −0.2 (0.13) −0.20 (0.12) −0.20 (0.13)
Predictor −0.17 (0.06)** 0.02 (0.01) . −0.00 (0.02)
Density-x-Predictor 0.07 (0.03)* −0.01 (0.005)* 0.01 (0.01)

p < 0.1; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Figure 3. Correlation scatterplot of WAB fluency scores and PPVT standard scores.
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density. Without the fluency component, the measure of overall aphasia severity did not
modulate the phonological neighborhood density effect, χ2(1) = 0.33, p = 0.565. There
was no significant correlation between PPVT standard scores and WAB AQs, r = −0.252,
p = 0.299, indicating that individuals with a more severe form of aphasia did not also
have more limited vocabulary.

Individuals with aphasia made overall more errors in spoken word recognition than
older adults, Estimate = 0.54, SE = 0.24, p = 0.02. The error patterns made by the two
groups are largely similar, as shown in Figure 4. When making an incorrect response,
participants in both groups were more likely to select a close phonological competitor
(i.e. cohort distractor or rhyme distractor) than a more distant phonological competitor
(i.e. cohort neighbor of the rhyme distractor or rhyme neighbor of the cohort dis-
tractor), t(33) = 13.3, p < 0.001. Older adults were more likely to incorrectly select a
rhyme distractor than individuals with aphasia were, Estimate = 0.53, SE = 0.0,
p < 0.0001. Individuals with aphasia were more likely than neurologically healthy
older adults to incorrectly select a response from among more distant neighbors (i.e.
cohort neighbor of the rhyme distractor: Estimate = −1.6, SE = 0.57, p = 0.005, or the
rhyme neighbor of the cohort distractor: Estimate = −0.88, SE = 0.45, p = 0.05). Among
individuals with aphasia, higher fluency was positively associated with incorrectly
selecting a close phonological competitor, r = 0.58, p = 0.009, or distant phonological
competitor, r = 0.51, p = 0.025 (see Figure 5 Panels A and B), while higher vocabulary
scores were negatively correlated with phonological competitor errors, close compe-
titor: r = −0.53, p = 0.018, distant competitor: r = −0.63, p = 0.0035, (see Figure 5 Panels
D and E). Lesion volume was positively correlated with distant competitor errors,
r = 0.6, p = 0.02 (see Figure 5(h)), but not close phonological competitor errors,
r = 0.24, p = 0.41 (see Figure 5(g)). Critically, undecided errors where not predicted
by fluency, r = 0.12, p = 0.6, vocabulary size, r = 0.29, p = 0.23, or lesion volume,
r = −0.09, p = 0.77, respectively (see Figure 5 Panels C, F and I).

Figure 4. Proportion of errors by type for individuals with aphasia (left panel) and neurologically
healthy older adults (right panel).
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Discussion

We evaluated whether the fluency deficit in aphasia is associated with lexical selection
difficulties across language production and comprehension. The key prediction was that,
if impaired ability to resolve lexical competition contributes to the fluency deficit in
aphasia, then individuals whose language production is less fluent should have more
difficulty resolving lexical competition, even in a task that requires no language produc-
tion. To test this prediction, we examined effects of phonological neighborhood density
on spoken word recognition in individuals with aphasia with varied degrees of fluency
deficit. The results were consistent with this prediction: among 19 participants with
aphasia, fluency of language production modulated the size of the phonological neigh-
borhood density effect on spoken word recognition, with less fluent individuals exhibit-
ing larger effects. Further analyses demonstrated that the observed effect of fluency was
not due to general lexical deficits. Receptive vocabulary had the opposite relation to
neighborhood density effects: individuals with larger receptive vocabularies exhibited
larger inhibitory effects of phonological neighborhood density in spoken word

Figure 5. Correlation scatterplots of error type and WAB fluency score (Panels A, B and C), PPVT
standard score (Panels D, E and F) and lesion volume (Panels G, H and I).
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recognition. This finding converges with data from children (e.g. Charles-Luce & Luce,
1990; De Cara & Goswami, 2003) that shows a positive relation between vocabulary size
and sensitivity to neighborhood density. It also rules out the possibility that general
lexical deficits produced the relation between lower fluency and increased sensitivity to
neighborhood density.

Fluent speech production requires cooperation among the lexical, syntactic, and
articulatory levels of the language production system. In order to fluently produce
language, multi-word utterance frames must be constructed, lexical items selected
from among competitors to fill those frames, and articulated following a motor plan.
Resolution of lexical neighborhood competition in word recognition has no plausible
relation to the syntactic and articulatory stages of language production (such as articu-
latory motor control or syntactic knowledge), so they cannot explain the observed
relationship between fluency and sensitivity to lexical neighborhood density in word
recognition. Problems with selecting a lexical item from a set of competitors (including
preceding and anticipated words) could produce halting speech, omission of closed
class words (if they fail to be selected), and blends or other speech errors if incomplete
selection results in activation of multiple lexical candidates cascading to articulatory
planning (e.g. Goldrick & Chu, 2014; McMillan & Corley, 2010). All of these would be
regarded as disfluent speech, highlighting lexical selection as a key step in fluent
language production, and the only one that might be related to neighborhood effects
in spoken word recognition. Recent evidence also indicates that lexical selection deficits
contribute to omission errors in object naming (Chen, Middleton, & Mirman, in press),
suggesting that even single word production can be impaired by lexical selection
deficits. More broadly, there is growing evidence that impaired ability to select lexical
items for production is one cause of non-fluent aphasia (e.g. Mirman et al., 2011; Novick
et al., 2005, 2010; Robinson et al., 1998; Schnur, Schwartz, Brecher, & Hodgson, 2006) and
the present data indicate that this selection mechanism is related to the mechanisms
involved in resolving lexical competition during spoken word recognition.

One direction for future research is more refined assessment of the components of
fluent language production. The present study relied on a relatively coarse measure
of fluency based on qualitative assessment of spontaneous speech in unstructured
(i.e. conversational) and semi-structured (i.e. picture description) contexts. We chose
the WAB Fluency measure due to its historical and clinical prominence in aphasia
research. However, more fine-grained measures of fluency exist, including those that
specifically measure grammatical complexity (Berndt, Wayland, Rochon, Saffran, &
Schwartz, 2000) or the informativeness and efficiency of connected speech (Nicholas
& Brookshire, 1993) or the motor planning process (Dabul, 2000; Strand, Duffy, Clark,
& Josephs, 2014). Finer-grained, ecologically valid assessment of lexical selection for
production would provide a further test of this claim and it remains an open question
to what extent the syntactic and motoric aspects of language production are involved
in or interact with language comprehension (for some perspectives see Dell & Chang,
2014; Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Pickering & Garrod, 2013; Segaert, Menenti, Weber,
Petersson, & Hagoort, 2012).
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Conclusions

Our results reveal an association between impaired lexical selection in spoken word
recognition and deficits in fluent speech production. This suggests that impaired lexical
selection is one contributing factor in fluency deficits. These findings have implications
for aphasia rehabilitation, suggesting that fluency deficits may be targeted in therapy
through selection training from both production and comprehension perspectives. Since
both production and comprehension require lexical selection and the selection mechan-
ism appears to be shared, comprehension tasks that emphasize selection may train the
same selection mechanism that is involved in choosing among lexical competitors for
fluent language production.
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Appendix

Appendix A1. WAB Fluency scores in the participant sample.
WAB Fluency
Score Characteristics and Examples

2 Single words, often speech errors, effortful and hesitant.
Example:
Picnic. . ..oh pi- uh. . .fruit. . .book. . .uh sh – strawberry uh. . .fishing. . .uh s- s- sanding. . .s- uh
kiting. . .uh boating. . ..uh boy. . .s- radio. . .that’s it. . .uh. . .. . .s- s- strawberries. . .uh soda. . .picnic
basket. . .that’s it. . .uh flag. . .um s- dog. . .uh that’s it

4 Halting, telegraphic speech; mostly single words; speech errors; occasional prepositional phrases;
severe word finding difficulty. No more than two complete sentences with the exception of
stereotypic (automatic) or cliché sentences.
Example:
Pictures. . .uh. . .reading. . .uh uh. . .kite. . ..dog. . ..boy reading. . .uh. . .fly a kite. . ...sentences. . .I
don’t sentences. . ..I wish. . ..flying uh. . ..finshing uh lake. . ..playing. . .playing. . ..down lake. . ..nice
home. . ..tiny car. . ..think girl. . .I think. . ..don’t know that. . .trees

5 Telegraphic, hesitant and effortful speech with some grammatical organization; marked word-
finding difficulty. Speech errors may be prominent; few, but more than two propositional
sentences.
Example:
he is- he is r- um. . .(pause)... . .um. . .(pause)... . .he is. . .(pause). . . (pause). . .this is- I can’t do
that. . .(pause). . . li- like/a – /kite kite he’s on a, he is on um. . .(pause). . .they are on. . .(pause). . . a
boat. . .I don’t know what they are. . .(pause). . .what she is drinking. . .(pause). . .she is drinking
something. . .(pause). . .he is reading a book. . .(pause). . .I can tell what he i::s (stretched out the
vowel in “is”) doing. . .(pause). . .dog. . . [stops]

6 More propositional sentences with normal syntactic patterns; may have speech errors; significant
word-finding difficulty and hesitations may be present.
Example:
The boy and girl was going in the picnic area for a blanket. . . (pause). . . the boy was reading. . .
(pause)... . .the girl was drinking. . . (pause)... . .the flag was flowing. . .(long pause). . .the..(short
pause)..boy was going for a kite. . .(pause)... . .the ..(pause)..the sail was. . . (pause). . .cruising
down. . . (pause).. . .the boy. . .(pause). . ..the. . .(pause)... . .house was. . . (pause). . . awesome. . .
(pause)... . .the. . .(pause)... . .boy was drinking in the cup. . . (pause). . .the trees were beautiful

8 Circumlocutory, fluent speech; moderate word-finding difficulty; with or without speech errors;
may have semantic jargon. The sentences are often complete, but may be irrelevant.
Example:
Seems to be a pink, a pink, um um it’s a new, n-, uh, someone is living nearby. They have trees,
um a flag, there is saving a fish, um there’s a uh dog, it has a um k-/kflnt/, I can’t say it well, um
person the girl is is making a w-, next to the water, a beach, not sure. . .they have music, a
basket, some kind of liquid, um um under sitting um- it’s um a cloth or something. That’s
phones that’s what I was saying, um it’s a walk to the car

9 Mostly complete, relevant sentences; occasional hesitations and speech errors; some word-finding
difficulty; near normal, but still perceptibly aphasic.
Example:
Ok. There are. . .a man and a woman. Sitting in a. . .sitting outside and having a picnic. . .and he’s
playing a book, he’s reading a book. . .and she’s/r-/and she’s drinking some. . .something to
drink. And. . .they’re sitting outside. . .in this in this area that has a bunch of. . .grass and. . .stuff
outside and there’s a man outside and he’s/f-/doing a kite. And. . .he’s he’s got his kite out there,
he’s playing his kite. And there’s a dog sitting next to him. And there’s. . .a little boy that’s
outside. He’s down toward the end. . .of. . .the the grassy area. Just sitting down there probably
playing. Because there’s um. . .there’s uh. . .(I don’t know what this is called). . .(I don’t know) and
then there’s some people up here. . .in um. . .they’re in uh. . .I don’t know what that is either. I
don’t know, sorry.

Notes: Participants do not have to show all characteristics associated with a given fluency score. Examples are from
descriptions of the picnic scene picture used in the structured condition of the WAB.
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Appendix A2. Mean (Standard Deviation) characteristics of items in the response array.

Stimulus Characteristics Target Cohort distractor
Rhyme
distractor

Onset
neighbor of

rhyme
distractor

Offset
neighbor of

cohort
distractor

High Density Condition e.g. BAG e.g. BAT e.g. TAG e.g. TAB e.g., CHAT
N 60 60 60 60 60
Number of Phonemes 3.4 (0.56) 3.5 (0.62) 3.4 (0.69) 3.6 (0.57) 3.2 (0.46)
Log Frequency 1.2 (0.54) 1.2 (0.67) 1.2 (0.7) 1.2 (0.72) 1.2 (0.68)
Number of Neighbors 19.7 (9.3) 17.7 (9.5) 18.9 (8.1) 15.0 (8.0) 18.9 (7.3)
Summed Log
Frequency of
Neighbors

23.1 (12.8) 19.7 (12.8) 21.9 (13.3) 16.3 (10.4) 20.7 (9.2)

Low Density Condition e.g. FOX e.g. FOG e.g. BOX e.g. BOSS e.g., JOG
N 60 60 60 60 60
Number of Phonemes 3.4 (0.59) 3.4 (0.58) 3.6 (0.61) 3.5 (0.57) 3.5 (0.65)
Log Frequency 1.2 (0.45) 1.1 (0.67) 1.2 (0.72) 1.1 (0.63) 1.1 (0.68)
Number of Neighbors 12.9 (7.3) 16.2 (8.3) 12.8 (7.4) 14.4 (7.9) 16.3 (8.0)
Summed Log
Frequency of
Neighbors

14.5 (9.9) 18.8 (10.7) 13.6 (10.1) 15.4 (10.0) 18.2 (11.1)
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Appendix A3. Experimental materials.

Condition Target
Cohort

distractor
Rhyme

distractor
Onset neighbor of rhyme

distractor
Offset neighbor of cohort

distractor

High
Density

BAG BAT TAG TAB CHAT

TRAIN TRUNK DRAIN DRAFT CHUNK
PATCH PAD LATCH LAMB DAD
CAP CAT LAP LAG MAT
LIP LID HIP HINT KID
CALF CASH HALF HANG SASH
MOP MOB COP COT JOB
WITCH WINK DITCH DISK THINK
BELL BET CELL CENT JET
CONE COMB TONE TOTE DOME
HAT HAM RAT RAG CLAM
BEAR BELT WEAR WEDGE FELT
PAN PASS TAN TAX MASS
HAIR HAND PAIR PAL LAND
CAN CAMP FAN FACT LAMP
MAN MASH CLAN CLERK DASH
TREE TRAY SPREE SPEECH PLAY
FORK FOLD PORK POLE MOLD
SKULL SKY LULL LUST CRY
BAND BACK STAND STICK RACK
FROG FREAK LOG LOFT PEAK
PLUG PLOT RUG RUT DOT
BRIDGE BRICK FRIDGE FRIEND KICK
CLUB CLOG TUB TUG HOG

GROOM GRADE BOOM BOOK SHADE
CLASS CLOCK GRASS GRIEF ROCK
PEAR PEG SWEAR SWAN LEG
BRAIN BREW GAIN GANG CREW
FRAME FROST BLAME BLESS COST
MATCH MAP BATCH BATH GAP
RAKE RAIL SHAKE SHAME MAIL
TIN TICK GRIN GRIP CLICK
BEAN BEACH DEAN DEAL PEACH
WIRE WIDE FIRE FIND HIDE
HEAD HEM SPREAD SPICE GEM
TIDE TILE BRIDE BRAKE FILE
Hail Haze Jail Jade Maze
Shore Shawl Sore Sauce Crawl
Pine Pile Line Lime Mile
Chop Chock Stop Steam Dock
Tap Tact Strap Step Pact
Jar Jaw Car Cart Paw
King Kiss String Stall Bliss
Rose Rope Nose Note Hope
Stain Steel Sprain Spoon Wheel
Seal Seat Meal Meat Cheat
Clay Clip Day Desk Ship
Wing Wish Sting Stew Fish
Flea Flask Sea Seam Task
Deck Dent Peck Pep Tent
Coke Cope Joke Jolt Pope
Track Treat Slack Slice Wheat
Plate Plan Gate Gauge Van
Guest Guess Test Tell Mess
Spot Speak Shot Shop Leak
Slit Slap Wit Win Wrap

Breeze Break Sneeze Snob Steak
Blade Bloom Trade Trick Room
Drink Drug Sink Sit Bug

(Continued )
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Appendix A3. (Continued).

Condition Target
Cohort

distractor
Rhyme

distractor
Onset neighbor of rhyme

distractor
Offset neighbor of cohort

distractor

Skunk Skin Funk Fuss Gin
Low
Density

Judge Junk Nudge Nut Bunk

Dog Doll Smog Smile Poll
Bull Bush Pull Put Push
Chick Chin Pick Pill Bin
Wall Walk Hall Hawk Chalk
Boat Bolt Stoat Store Colt
Sheep Sheet Jeep Jeans Feet
Chain Chest Main Maid Pest
Knife Night Wife Wine Fight
Hook Hood Look Loom Mood
Bone Bow Stone Stamp Row
Cake Cane Lake Lace Lane
Gun Gum Nun Numb Drum

Throne Throw Phone Folk Crow
Net Neck Pet Pen Trek
Chair Check Stair Stage Wreck
Yarn Yard Barn Bark Card
Pump Pun Lump Lunch Sun
Salt Sold Halt Horn Cold
Fox Fog Box Boss Jog
Horse Haul Force Form Maul
Gift Gig Lift Link Wig
Child Chime Wild Wipe Time
Fence Fetch Sense Sect Stretch
Vest Vent Rest Realm Rent
Switch Swim Pitch Pin Trim
Snake Snow Flake Floor Grow
Thread Threat Bread Brow Sweat
Goat Gold Float Flaw Hold
Ball Bore Call Core Chore
Cape Cave Shape Shave Slave
Lodge Lock Dodge Don Flock
Song Sock Gong Golf Mock
Tooth Tool Booth Boost Pool
Tube Tune Cube Cute Dune
Pup Puff Cup Cub Cuff
Fudge Fun Smudge Smoke Bun
Couch Count Vouch Vow Mount
Duke Dude Fluke Flush Nude
Wool Wood School Scoop Stood
Mouth Mouse South Sound House
Rib Rink Crib Crate Blink
Pig Pit Dig Dish Kit
Roof Root Hoof Hoop Boot
Dove Dust Glove Globe Rust
Hedge Hen Ledge Lens Men
Coach Coast Poach Poke Toast
Tear Teach Gear Gills Reach
Path Pack Math Mask Snack

Sponge Spark Plunge Plum Shark
Milk Mint Silk Sing Lint
Disc Dill Whisk Wind Grill
Pipe Pike Stripe Stock Bike
Ranch Raft Branch Brat Shaft
Cliff Clasp Sniff Snip Grasp
Tribe Trash Bribe Brush Flash
Cloth Clue Moth Moss Glue
Bench Bend Trench Trail Spend
Quilt Quiz Guilt Give Whiz
Blonde Block Pond Pot Shock
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